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Timeline of Black Start RFPs and their Respective TO Zones:
(updated to include number of RFP responses received)

- **2006**: ComEd (0), AEP (0), PPL (0)
- **2007**: AEP (0)
- **2010**: APS (0)
- **2011**: BGE (1), ATSI (1st) - (0), AEP (1st) - (1)
- **2012**: DVP (1), ATSI (2nd) - (2), AEP (2nd) - (6), PEPCO (1st) (0), PEPCO (TBD), BGE (TBD)
- **2013**: PS/AE/JC PL (4*), PEPCO (TBD), BGE (TBD)

Note: Requests for Information (RFIs) were also posted in 2011 (BGE – 1 response) and 2012 (NJ – 5 responses) to assess market interest.
RFP Enhancements to Improve Response Level

- Macro-targeting vs. micro-targeting of black start / critical load
- Clarification of acceptable RFP responses:
  - Conversion of existing units to become BS capable
  - New generation that can become BS capable
  - BS generation that serves only a portion of the total RFP MW requirements – PJM can aggregate responses
  - Refurbishment of existing BS units
  - Consideration of cross-zonal solutions
- Use of general guidance document for consistency of RFP responses